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Conﬂuera CxDR

Securing Cloud-native Services Against
Modern Threat Actors
Conﬂuera Cloud eXtended Detection and Response (CxDR) solution provides real-time cyber attack
detection across organizations’ entire cloud workloads running on services such as AWS, GCP and Azure.
Conﬂuera’s tight integration with cloud-native services enables organizations to leverage the unique
features and capabilities of the cloud services as part of their cloud security coverage.
Challenge
Cloud-native services are soft targets for modern threat actors. Utilities such as Identity and Access Management,
EC2, ECS, Lambda Functions, S3, RDS, and EMR are quickly becoming staple elements in cloud architectures. Recent
breach events exemplify how multi-stage attacks are extensively exploiting risks such as misconﬁgured EC2 security
groups, over provisioned IAM policies, loosely conﬁgured S3 buckets etc. as points of entry, cross-role cross-account
lateral movements and active exﬁltration. A new purpose-built solution for securing cloud-native services is needed.

Without Conﬂuera CxDR
Lack of connected visibility to
intercept emerging threats
Growing alert fatigue
Disconnected security fabric in the
cloud control plane increasing time
to respond exponentially

With Conﬂuera CxDR

Solution
Conﬂuera CxDR provides real-time event-driven architecture by
integrating with AWS EventBridge along with AWS Simple
Queue Services (SQS). EventBridge allows observing CloudTrail
logs in event streams in near real- time and centralizing them
per AWS account in each region. Conﬂuera CxDR provides users
the ability to hook into AWS Cloud accounts and create an
EventBridge pipeline per region. This is possible through the
creation of a singular IAM role that grants SQS read access and
is secured through a trusted relationship from a Conﬂuera
internal bastion account along with user provided external id.
This implementation can be completed in a matter of minutes.

360° Observability of attack
surfaces from heterogeneous
event sources
Causal chaining of activities within
and across multiple users,roles &
accounts
Event enrichment with threat
intelligence reducing alert fatigue
Low latency between malicious
activity and autonomous
investigation reducing time to
respond
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Once CloudTrail
integration is
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will automatically
monitor all Cloud
Plane activities

USE CASES
1. Observability
Conﬂuera CxDR sets up
access to Cloud native
APIs and CloudTrail log
ﬁles across accounts to
stream in events in realtime as they take place.
The platform allows
users to observe existing
static misconﬁgurations
as well as runtime
compliance violations

2. Threat Detection
Conﬂuera CxDR invokes behavioral and ML based detection algorithms that reveal adversarial or anomalous
activities from the log ﬁle streams. Each indicator of compromise (IOC) is prioritized with the likelihood of
activity being malicious via scoring and mapped to the cloud services based MITRE ATT&CK framework.

3. Track Lateral
Movements Through
Role Chaining
If the goal is to intercept a
modern day multi-step
multi-stage attack in their
tracks, just knowing what an
IAM user or an IAM role did
on one cloud resource or
service is not powerful
enough. You need to
instantly know where that
user has been, and where
they are at this very
moment.
At the heart of Conﬂuera’s Continuous Attack Graph technology is its ability to accurately track the adversary’s
trail in real time. It uses an array of proprietary techniques and algorithms that stitch actions within a single
resource, actions across resources within the scope of a single role, lateral movements as users assume one role
to the another within a single AWS account, as well cross-account user movements to track every step of the
adversary, right from where it entered the cloud control plane to where it has currently moved to.

4. Intercept and Remediate Using Consolidated Storyboarding
To spot Conﬂuera continuously stitches execution trails spanning across IAM users and services to create real-time
visual storyboards of malicious intent. When these execution trails pass through AWS services and resources,
Conﬂuera bumps up the severity of these threat storyboards based on the type of behavior observed from the
users/roles. Users can now prioritize remediation for the speciﬁc resources such as AMIs, Snapshots, Security
Groups, IAM policies, etc that are not just vulnerable but are part of active campaigns from malicious actors.

Beneﬁt of Conﬂuera Cloud-native Service Integration
Conﬂuera provides real-time cyber attack detection across organizations’ workload in the cloud. By tightly
integrating and leveraging the unique features and capabilities of the cloud service, Conﬂuera enables
organizations to enhance their cloud security posture.

About Conﬂuera
Conﬂuera is the leading provider of next-generation Cloud eXtended Detection and Response (CxDR) solutions.
Recognized by Forbes as one of the Top 20 Cybersecurity Startups to Watch in 2021, Conﬂuera’s storyboard
technology automates cyber-attack analysis making small and large security teams more eﬃcient. The solution
has unprecedented visibility of attacks in the cloud and modern application architectures, reveals threats in
real-time, and will shut down advanced multistage attacks. To learn more about Conﬂuera’s award-winning
solution, visit www.conﬂuera.com.
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To schedule Conﬂuera CxDR demo
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